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Objective: 
 

This international conference is designed for executives from leading composites industry 

suppliers, industry analysts, investment bankers and industry end users. After an overview of the 

growth metrics and market projections for the general composites industry, specific areas of the 

market poised for growth will be discussed. Participants will then explore the various stages of a 

company’s corporate lifecycle and learn growth/investment strategies for executives and 

managers to consider as tools in order to grow their business – whatever position that company 

may currently occupy in the lifecycle.  
 

The following topics of discussion are planned:  
 

General Composite Market Overview and Forecast:  

- New business developments in high-growth composite markets and end uses  

The Composites industry Business Lifecycle 
 

Stage 1 – Early Stage – Getting off the ground 

- Strategies for obtaining SBIR or government sponsored funding for small businesses  

- Commercialization of patents or proprietary IP 

- Accessing venture or seed capital – how VC works in general and the procedures required to 

successfully gain the attention and interest of the VC community  

Stage 2 – Organic Growth Stage – strategies for companies and managers to evaluate to 

effectively transition a company from commercialization toward a diversified and viable 

corporation. 

- Breaking through the ceiling from a $1-5mm company centered around a single product or technology 

application into a $10-20mm small/medium size business  

- Professionalization of the management structure and implementation of corporate controls and 

structured sales and marketing strategies  

- Forming a board of directors or advisors  

- Growing companies exponentially through effective sales and management as well as executive 

development  

- Defining a long term growth strategy 

o Building a “profile” and “identity” for the business for the long term (Who do you want to be?)  

o Requires meaningful thought and research on what industries and segments best compliment 

the company’s capabilities and making aggressive efforts to effectively penetrate those 

markets � And Stick to it - often times requires making the tough decision to turn away near 

term business and “low hanging fruit”  



o Invest in people to maximize the profit of the business: requires up-front capital with long-

term return expectations.  Different from investing in hard assets (ie. equipment, facilities, 

etc.) in which you have a measurable ROI  

Stage 3 – Mature Corporate Stage  

- Establishing JV’s to access new markets or win business - Partnering materials suppliers and end 

product manufactures or specialty processors combining forces to better position themselves 

- Bringing integrated technologies to the market and combined customer bases 

- Leveraging corporate balance sheets or growth prospects to acquire additional capital for expansion 

purposes  

- Capital expenditure investment aimed at taking a company to the next level  

Stage 4 – Mature Companies Exploring Strategic Alternatives  

- Alternatives available to companies looking to execute M&A strategies, form financial/strategic 

partnerships, attract private equity or institutional investment, etc.  

- Consolidation themes and trends  

- Utilizing the capital markets and what that landscape looks like  

Investment Panel Discussion 

- Comprised of private equity, venture capital, and strategic acquirers and how they approach potential 

investments  


